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Caroline Concannon and Griffin 
Conley, Rolled AshCHICHELLA BY THE NUMBERS

8 Hawaiian shirts
6 hot dog signs 
5 overalls + assorted overalls members
8 instances of Delta Chi’ spray paint
12 bored brothers
1 grill
30 pop up shops… there were more in the back 
you’re fault you didn’t look
8 thetas walking up a hill
1 Griffin Conley with no sense of rhythm
1 IMs robot lawn mower
2 basketball hoops with no nets
3 sadly sober red tech employees
10 Evan Lenahan venmos 
1 girl with a green juice
3 dance circles forming
1 rapper who is so happy to be with us
1 technologically advanced foam machine

2 unstable diseased couches
4 Guinness
1 Guinness shirt
5 unsatisfactory hot dog calls
80 cans into the bushes
2 Brandy Melville shirts
1 kickass barefoot Erin Oberle
Too many mid men pulling pretty girls 
1 guy asking me if I was lonely while listening to 
Waco
1 glow up pink cowboy hat
1 ecstatic DJ Lenny
5 people playing Kan Jam on the IMs and not at 
Chichella
6 dancers on elevated surfaces
5 glizzies consumed under 2 minutes by contest 
winner Steve Young
1 Grimley
8 illegal borgs

CHICHELLA EAVES DROPPIN’ Anonymous,
Always Listening...

“I feel like I can smell you from a mile away” -JRIPP

“Fuck” - Ben Cohen mid set

“Hot dog eating contest in thirty minnows” - brother on the mic

WAS THAT REAL? Claire Anderson,
Still Unsure

This was a jam packed weekend on the hill. These were some moments that made me think, 
“is this real life?”

DJ Bluefox had everyone in the crowd hold up their flashlights and proceeded to play “Fireflies” by 
Owl City...

Sig Chi announced via instagram press release ‘[they]’re back’

Beta Paint Party got shut down early (12:15am) on Friday by Granville Police Department K-9 unit 
with no K-9’s or invite

The Bruh Button was pressed 21 times to Waka Floacka Flame’s banger “Hard in da Paint”



Staff “2012 Bangers” Box
Claire “Starships” Anderson, Managing Editor

Emmy “Primadonna” Ayad, Junior Editor
Caroline “The Motto” Lopez, Junior Editor

Selah “212” Griffin, Junior Editor

Mick “Video Games” Smith, Head Writer

You can’t 
spell commu-
nity without 

comaLauren “I Love It (feat. Charli XCX)” Ehlers, Senior Writer
Ella “Boyfriend” Buzas, Junior Writer

Griffin “22” Conley, Junior Writer
Caroline “Wild Ones” Concannon, Junior Writer

Micah “Gangnam Style” Stromsoe DeLorenzo, Junior 
Writer

Brin “Rack City” Glass, Junior Writer

2012 was a very important year. The London Olympics happened, Nicki Minaj released her 
magnum opus “Pink Friday ... Roman Reloaded”, Gossip Girl was revealed, Justin Bieber and 
Nicki Minaj made the “Beauty and a Beat” music video. But most importantly, The Bullsheet 
ran a Facebook page called “Denison Bullsheet Memes.”

From March 31st to November 30th, the page uploaded original memes that had been submit-
ted to the Bullsheet, and man are they are a blast from the past. Remember when all you had 
to do to be funny was put top-text bottom-text impact font on that picture of that dude from 
the Matrix? So funny!!! Enjoy some 11 year old memes and Denisonian slander.


